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ART. XXV.—Roman Remains near Wolsty Castle. By 
JOSEPH ROBINSON. 

Read at Penrith, January 19th, 1881. 
r THE remains in question are situated a little under a 

mile to the north-east of the Beckfoot Camp, and a 
little over half-a-mile to the west of Wolsty Castle. They 
are in a field owned by Mr. Saul, of New House, and on 
land which was part of Wolsty Bank, and unenclosed till 
about 173o. The adjoining unenclosed land, extending 
towards Silloth, is a series of sand hills, and the elevation 
on which these remains exist is also of sand. The farmer, 
Mr. Edgar, (from whom I had previously purchased one of 
the celts in my collection), noticed that upon this small 
hill he had the best crops, and he also observed some free-
stone. Information to this effect was sent to me, when at 
work at Beckfoot, but it was not till Christmas Day and 
the Monday following (27th December, 188o) that I had 
an opportunity of examining the place. A few days pre-
viously my friend, Mr. Beeby Bell, of Beckfoot, had tried 
a small cutting, and had found clay. This opening I fol-
lowed up, the examination proving that the remains were 
the foundations of a square building, from which the whole 
of the freestone courses had been removed. The founda-
tions left are of cobbles and clay. The corners of the 
building face the cardinal points exactly, and the wall 
facing north-east is perfect, measuring twenty feet six 
inches outside, by four feet in width. The wall facing 
south-east was followed fifteen feet, when it abruptly 
ended ; but the ground having been disturbed, the excava-
tion was continued to a depth of five feet, and ample proof 
obtained that this wall originally had measured twenty feet 
six inches also, as the lowest course of cobbles was left, 
and beyond this limit the sand retained its original firm- 

ness 
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ness. At this point we found that the foundations were 
no less than three feet three inches in depth, consisting of 
eight courses of cobbles, mixed with clay. This depth was 
afterwards proved at the north, east, and west corners ; at 
the latter by the presence of lumps of clay and other evi-
dences. The walls facing north-west and south-west have 
been removed entirely, and their site is marked by debris. 
During this removal the missing portion of the south-east 
wall has, probably, been taken out. The entrance has 
apparently been from the south-east, as a rough pavement, 
six feet by four, exists opposite the centre of that wall. 

The interior has measured twelve feet six inches each 
way, and has been rather disappointing in the results ob-
tained from it. It has not been flagged or paved, and its 
surface has been about a foot below the present one. The 
old surface is identified by rubble freestone and a streak of 
clay, no doubt placed there during the laying of the foun-
dations. Below this the sand has apparently not been 
disturbed. There was not much pottery, but specimens of 
Samian, Upchurch, and Salopian ware were found. Pieces 
of coal and iron occurred in the interior, and a few lumps 
of mortar outside the north-east wall. Pieces of rubble 
freestone also are scattered about on the surface, showing 
chisel marks, but all stone suitable for building has been 
removed. 

In only two places did I find traces of anything resemb-
ling burials. The most distinct one was opposite to where 
I have assumed the doorway to have been. The sand for 
eight or nine inches was black, mixed with charcoal, and 
contained a few fragments of bone, covered by part of a 
dish of Upchurch ware, two inches in depth. These pieces 
of bone have been sent to Dr. Taylor, who reports that the 
bone has been calcined, but that the specimens are too 
small to enable him to say definitely whether they are 
human or not. 

The distance from this site to high water mark is only 
two 
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two hundred and fifty yards, and a good view is obtained 
from the place. The depth to which the foundations have 
been laid is rather surprising at first sight, being much in 
excess of those at the camp close at hand. I think, how-
ever, it may be accounted for. The shore here is much 
exposed, and the sand is a good deal blown about, as stated 
in a former paper. When an opening is made in the side 
of a hill it rapidly increases, particularly in stormy weather, 
and with westerly winds. From the next field many tons 
of sand have lately been blown over the hedge into a road, 
and in other places on Wolsty Bank extensive depressions 
have been scooped out, notably at Cunning Hill, an eleva-
tion nearer Silloth. The Roman officer who had charge 
of this work may have observed this in his day, and en-
deavoured to provide for stability by putting in the founda-
tions to an extra depth. 

About four hundred yards further up the coast I exam-
ined a pavement, twenty-eight feet square, as to the original 
use of which I am not yet certain. It resembles a section 
of the road, but is much wider than parts of the road 
examined south of the adjoining camp, and there are no 
other portions that I know of yet near to it. Further 
search may probably throw some light upon it. 

The building I have described closely resembles in 
dimensions those at Risehow and Pasture House, Camp-
field, near Bowness. The points of difference are that here 
we have no flooring; at Risehow we had a paved floor; at 
Bowness flags. At both those sites freestone was left on 
the walls ; from this site it has been entirely removed. It 
is probable that this dismantling took place when Wolsty 
Castle was being built, and no doubt much stone would 
also be taken from the Beckfoot Camp for that building. 
I have not, however, been able to find any stone in the 
ruins of Wolsty that could be distinctly identified as 
Roman, but the ruins have been much plundered, and the 
outer stones mostly taken away from the fragments still 
remaining. 
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